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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview of Within-lattice Loading Design Optimization 

of LWR Nuclear Fuel Assemblies 

Minimizing nuclear fuel cycle costs is likely among the most important goals in the 

successful -and economically competitive-operation of a light water reactor (LWR). In 

fact, the strategy implemented by a nuclear power generating station to achieve this goal 

is generally referred to as "nuclear fuel management''. However, with the ongoing advent 

of more powerful computers and emerging advances in combinatorial optimization, the 

above-noted strategy is now more commonly referred to as "nuclear fuel management 

optimization". 

Strictly speaking, nuclear fuel management extends from mining the ore through the 

disposal (or re-processing) of the waste products. However, the focuses of optimization 

applications have been, so far, restricted to two main activities: "out-of-core" and "in-

core" fuel management. In out-of-core activities, the cycle energy requirements and 

cycle length are established, subsequently average enrichment and batch sizes of fresh 

and burnt fuel are determined. In-core fuel management, on the other hand, a fixed 

set of nuclear fuel assemblies are judiciously arrajiged within the core to meet design 

objectives while satisfying operational and safety constraints. 

Different from the core-wide fuel management, within-lattice fuel design deals with 

the characteristics of a single assembly. The decision variables in the optimization pro

cess are the pin distribution, individual pin enrichment and burnable poison (BP) con-
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ceatrations, which constitute the lattice loading pattern (LLP). The LLP is described 

mathematically by the binary values of pi^m, ^m,n bm.k- respectively, where 

Pi,^ 

^Tn.n — ^ 

bni.k = 

1 fuel pin type m in location I 
(1.1) 

0 otherwise 

1 fuel enrichment candidate n for pin tvpe m 
(1-2) 

0 otherwise 

1 BP concentration candidate k for pin tvpe m 
(1-3) 

0 otherwise 

The pin type m refers to a group of pins with the same enrichment value and the same 

burnable poison concentration. For each pin type, the fuel (£/'^^®) enrichment and BP 

concentration can correspond to a "palette" of options available at the manufacturing 

level. 

Constraints include those on maximum power peaking at each burnup steps, 

P {i) "S: Pmax {i) for all bumup step / (1--4) 

and minimum and maximum assembly-averaged multiplication factors at each burnup 

steps, 

^mm ^ ^ j^max bumup step i (1-5) 

cLnd maximum assembly-averaged fuel (C;'^^^®)enrichment, 

(1 .6)  

Besides, the decision variables and bm.k must also satisfy: 

• One pin per location = 1 for all I 

• Limit on the number of fuel pins of each pin type a\^ilable for loading 

for all m. If the total number of pin types and the number of pins for each pin 
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type are fixed, it is required that = A', where iV is the total number of 

pins in an assembly. 

• At most one unique fuel enrichment value for each pin type at one time => 

= 1 fucl pin types and = 0 for non-fuel pin types, such 

cis a water hole. 

• .A.t most one unique BP concentration value for each pin type at one time ̂  = 1 

for the pin types containing BP content and = 0 for the pin types without 

BP content. 

• Limit on the total number of BP pins allowed for loading 

where, the pin type m is any pin type containing BP content. 

• Exclusion one specific pin type from one certain location pi^ = 0 for exclusion 

pin type m from location I 

• Freezing one specific pin type on one certain location pj.^ = 1 for freezing pin 

type rh at  locat ion I  

The objective functions can be the minimization of power peak throughout the cy

cle, minimizing the assembly-averaged enrichment or the total uranium cost, maximiz

ing EOL (end of life) reactivity, or the combination of minimizing power peaking and 

minimizing the assembly-averaged enrichment. In the problem studied, both objective 

functions and constraints are functions of the lattice loading pattern. 

The statement of the optimization problem is the determination of all decision vari

ables p/,m, and bm,k such that the objective function is optimized subject to the 

constraints of the above equations. The problem is classified as a large-scale combi

natorial optimization problem with non-linear objective function and constraints, that 

are computationally intensive to evaluate. The multi-modality and the lack of direct 

derivative information add to the complexity. 
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1.2 Overview of Simulated Annealing Algorithm 

Stochastic optimization methods have proved to be capable of finding good approxi

mations to the exact solutions of combinatorial problems far more efficiently than other 

conventional methods. The algorithm employed in this work has been the Simulated 

Annealing algori thm, a  stat is t ical  mechanics tool  based on the work of  Metropolis  et  al .  

which was first introduced as a means of finding the equilibrium configuration of a col

lection of particles at a given temperature. Its major advantage over other methods is an 

ability to avoid becoming trapped at meta-stable states (e.^. local minima). The algo

rithm employs a random search procedure in which individual particle positions within 

the system configuration are perturbed, thereby producing a corresponding change in 

the energy state of the system. The algorithm not only accepts changes that decrease 

the system energy but also some changes that increase it. In the original problem, the 

latter were accepted with a probability given by the Boltzmann factor: 

the absolute system temperature. Each configuration accepted using the above criteria 

becomes the current "best" solution to which further system perturbations are applied. 

Over many random histories the computer simulation of the system approaches toward 

thermal equilibrium with its macroscopic parameters fluctuating about their mean values 

with a Boltzmann distribution appropriate to the temperature. 

The connection between the Metropolis algorithm and minimization was first noted 

by Pincus but it was Kirkpatrick et al. who proposed that it form the basis of an 

optimization technique for combinatorial problems, in which a set of candidate solutions 

to minimize objective function Fobj is generated by random moves. Moves that increase 

(1.7) 

where SE is  the change in the system energy, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is 
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Fobj by 5Fobj are accepted with probability: 

(1.8) 

where T is a control parameter, which by analogy is known as the system "tempera

ture" irrespective of the objective fimction involved. As T is usually varied during the 

optimization search according to an "annealing schedule", which alludes to why this 

technique is commonly known as optimization by simulated annealing. 

W'Tien applied to address the realistic LWR assembly within-lattice loading pattern 

optimization problem, the simulated annealing algorithm has a number of attractive 

features: 

• The lack of a requirement for functional derivative information. Simulated anneal

ing algorithm is thus unaffected by the type of nonlinearities that cause problems 

to more conventional optimization techniques. 

• The ability to escape from local minima in multi-modal problems. 

• The ability to identify not only a single solution but "families" of solutions in the 

vicinity of the global optimum. 

• The versatility to select from a variety of objective function formulations. 

1.3 Literature Review 

Documentation on within-lattice optimization problem is fairly scarce, but a consid

erable amoimt of literature exists in the area of in-core fuel management and optimiza

tion. Because the two problems have many common features, a review of the studies of 

the latter problem can provide insights applicable to the research of the former. Thus, 

a detailed review of the few available papers on within-lattice optimization is provided 
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below, and it is followed by a brief review of some of the key literature in the area of 

in-core fuel management optimization. 

Lim and Leonard formulated an optimization problem of which the objective was 

to best approximate a prescribed power distribution in a two-dimensional 8x8 BWR 

fuel assembly by selecting an optimal fuel enrichment distribution. One of the major 

constraints was to keep the assembly-averaged enrichment constant, which was deter

mined typically by a fuel cycle analysis and to ensure that a suitable value of reactivity 

is present in the assembly. The lattice-physics parameters were calculated using a fast, 

self-developed code in which two-dimensional response matrix techniques were employed. 

A projected gradient method was adapted to the special case with the assumption that 

each pin has a unique enrichment. For a general case in which only a few number 

of enrichment types are allowed, a nonlinear mixed integer programming problem was 

solved using a pattern search method. The weakness of this study is that it is limited to 

BOL (beginning of life) only and burnable poison pins were not considered. Also, the 

accuracy of the self-developed code would become an issue due to the stringent licensing 

requirements of the nuclear industry. 

Hirano et  al .  divided the within-lattice optimization problem into two sub-problems, 

one of which groups fuel rods into a set number of rod groups and at the same time 

determines the pin distribution, and the other is to optimize the enrichment of each pin 

group based on the resultant pin grouping pattern. The objective is to minimize a com

pound function which considers both the power peaking and power within gadolinium 

{GdiO^ pins. The constraints include constant assembly-averaged enrichment, upper 

limits of both power peaking and gadolinium pin power. The lattice-physics computer 

code used is TGBLA. The algorithm for solving the grouping problem started with find

ing the optimal enrichment for each pin without any grouping, and then determining 

the pin group and pin distribution by exhaustive enumeration based on the resulting 

fuel enrichment ordering. The optimal enrichment for each pin type was obtained using 
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a method of approximation, programming. An 8x8 BW'R fuel bundle with MOX and 

Gd20z pins was tested for several depletion steps. 

Adielson developed a GUI for CASMO data handling. It is also used for fuel assem

bly uranium enrichment and gadolinium concentration design and optimization work. 

The CASMO-3 or CASMO-4 code is adapted and perturbation models have been im

plemented for fast calculation of pin powers and fcco- The optimization objective is to 

maximize dry-out performance indicated by the BTF distribution. The constraints can 

be given as constant assembly-averaged uranium enrichment, maximum permitted power 

peaking factor as a function of burnup, and so on. Given the number of different fuel 

rod types and an initial assembly pattern, the whole optimization method was divided 

into two sub-problems. The first sub-problem determines the number of pins for each 

pin type and the pin position distribution, and the other pursues the optimal enrich

ment levels for each pin type based on the resulting pin distribution from the first one. 

The two sub-problems are repeated a number of times depending on the given number 

of different fuel rod types. Though the optimization methods are described in detail, 

the specifics of the perturbation model are not divulged. A 9x9 BWR fuel bundle was 

studied. In this case, the change of Gd20z content in a fuel rod is handled automatically, 

as well as introducing and removal of burnable absorbers can be supported. 

Different optimization algorithms have been studied for the in-core nuclear fuel op

timization problem, including integer programming, genetic algorithms, artificial intel

ligence techniques (expert systems, artificial neural networks efc.), simulated annealing 

and other hybrid methods. Simplifications of the neutron physics calculations required 

have included backward diffusion, neural networks, and generalized perturbation theory 

(GPT). Brief descriptions of some of the key studies follow. 

Quist, van Geemert, et  al .  (1999) applied mixed-integer nonlinear programming 

(MINLOP) in reactor core fuel reloading optimization, proving that MINLOP combined 

with local search heuristics is a promising approach. 
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Hida and Yoshioka (1992) studied the optimization of axial enrichment and Gadolinia 

distribution for BWR fuel under control rod programming. The successive linear pro

gramming method was used. Mahlers, Yu. P. (1991) developed an optimization algo

rithm using backward diffusion calculation. 

Maldonado, Turinsky. et  al .  (1995) extended the FORMOSA-P code to utilize nodal-

based (nodal expansion method) GPT and to perform feed enrichment minimization. 

Yamamota. Noda. et  al .  (1997) developed an integrated scoping analysis tool for 

in-core fuel management of PWR by incorporating a loading pattern (LP) optimization 

module (GALLOP), an interactive LP design module (PATMAKER) and other utilities. 

The algorithm behind G.ALLOP is a hybrid genetic algorithm. 

Axmann (1997) developed the RELOPAT optimization program by combining tra

ditional evolution strategies (genetic algorithm) with heuristics from expert knowledge. 

Furthermore, parallel computing was introduced successfully based on the widely dis

tributed parallel virtual machine (PVM). Generally three to five workstations were used. 

Kim, Chang, et  al .  (1993) connected a rule-based system, fuzzy logic and an artificial 

neural network (ANN) with each other to achieve optimal design of PWR fuel loading 

patterns. The rule-based system classified the loading pattern into two types, while 

the fuzzy rule is helpful to get a more effective and faster search. .ANN predicts core 

parameters for each pattern. The results showed that the .ANN and fuzzy logic can be 

used to improve the capabilities of e.xisting algorithms. 

Siegelmann, Nissan, et  al .  (1997) developed an expert system, FUELCON, for opti

mized refueling design in nuclear engineering. A rule set revision part has been added 

to the code recently to update the rule set manually by an expert or automatically by a 

neural-network-based learning routine. 

Parks and Knight (1990) integrated PANTHER with an automatic optimization 

procedure based on simulated annealing algorithm to search for optimal PWR reload 

core. 
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Kropaczek and Turinsky (1991) developed an in-core fuel management code for pres

surized water reactor reload design that combined the stochastic optimization technique 

of simulated annealing with a computationally efficient core physics model based on 

second-order accurate generalized perturbation theory. This work proved that the sim

ulated annealing algorithm is a powerful tool to solve practical reload problems. Sub

sequently, Maldonado and Turinsky added a nodal-based (Nodal E.xpansion Method) 

GPT model to the code which emerged from that research, namely. FORMOSA-P. 

Parks (1990) made some innovations to enhance simulated annealing both through 

artificial intelligence learning features and by applying some design heuristics. It was 

proven that it is significantly faster and in several ways better than the standard ap

proach of simulated annealing. 

Smuc, Pevec and Petrovic (1994) improved upon the traditional simulated annealing 

algorithm via an adaptive trial loading pattern generator, in which the ENS (exact 

neighborhood structure) and BNS (binary exchange neighborhood structure) mode are 

alternately applied in one cooling cycle. 

Stevens, Smith, et  al .  (1995) implemented design heuristics within simulated anneal

ing, and the results showed that utilizing the designer's judgment during automated 

pattern generation can be effective. 

From the above literature review, it should be noted that published works in the 

within-bundle loading optimization area axe fairly limited in comparison to the abun

dant published documentation found in in-core reload optimization. Nevertheless, the 

analogies that can be drawn from in-core optimization studies can certainly benefit this 

research in several ways. For example, two important trends are observed within the 

realm of simulated annealing applications to in-core nuclear fuel optimization. First, 

the bare-bones simulated annealing strategy can, in fact, be adaptively improved to 

a specific application via expert-based systems or heuristically-driven artificial intelli

gence techniques. The second trend is that of speeding up the design-related parameter 
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evaluations via faster, yet still accurate models. Finally, another not-so-prevalent trend 

is that of employing parallel computing by using clusters of engineering workstations, 

which shows great promise for speeding up the linear superposition models (LSM) even 

further. 

1.4 Objective of Research 

The global objective of this reseaxch fits within out-of-core and in-core nuclear fuel 

management and concerns itself with developing a practical method to automatically 

determine an optimal within-assembly "pin-by-pin'" loading pattern for fresh LWR fuel 

assemblies. In other words, this optimization application is intended to "fine-tune" each 

fresh fuel assembly representing a feed (fresh) out-of-core batch before it enters the 

in-core decision process. 

This line of research originally led to the development of the FORMOSA-L code, 

which under sponsorship by the Electric Power Research Center of North Carolina State 

University is intended to ultimately couple to the suite of in-core nuclear fuel manage

ment optimization codes FORMOSA-P and FORMOSA-B for Pressurized and Boiling 

water reactors, respectively. The initial version of FORMOSA-L was developed at Iowa 

State University by coupling a simulated annealing optimization engine to one of EPRFs 

vintage lattice-physics code, CPM-2, for parameter evaluation. More recently, however, 

the option to employ a much more modern and sophisticated code, C-ASMO-3, has been 

implemented. 

One of the major drawbacks of the earlier versions of the FORMOSA-L code was that 

its computational requirements for standard nuclear design calculations were impractical. 

This was true because each history of the optimization would launch a large-scale lattice-

physics calculation. For example, when employing the CPM-2 code, it may require at 

least 5 CPU-seconds per history and per burnup step on a -DEC Alpha station- 300MHz 
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engineering workstation. Therefore, a 10,000 history FORMOSA-L optimization with 

25 depletion steps in the lattice calculation could require as much eis 2 CPU-weeks for 

execution. 

To reduce the above-noted exorbitant computational requirements, a couple of ob

vious alternatives may include using a simplified -yet accurate— less time-consuming 

lattice-physics evaluator, ajid/or possibly performing some of the calculations in paral

lel. This research has implemented both of the above-noted options into FORMOSA-L. 

A first-order approximation technique was developed based upon the linear superpo

sition of pre-evaluated single-pin material loading and/or spatial perturbations stored 

into a library. In this manner, during an optimization, lattice-physics parameters such as 

relative pin power and assembly-average can be estimated to first order accuracy for 

multiple simultaneous perturbations occurring within a bundle. The linear superposi

tion models (LSMs) developed have reduced the run time requirements of FORMOS.A-L 

by at least an order of magnitude, while the degradation in accuracy of the evaluated 

parameters has been kept at a minimal by limiting the size of perturbations. Further 

accuracy improvements to the LSM, such as interpolations and second-order cross terms 

compensation, have been developed. Similarly, a parallel approach based on remote 

procedure call (RFC) has been studied for further speedups. Both synchronous imple

mentation and asynchronous implementation have been developed for parallel computing 

of LSM library creation via RFC technique. In general, the emphasis of this research 

revolves around developing a technique that will make the FORMOSA-L code computa

tionally practical by employing LSM, first, and then also by taking advantage of parallel 

processing. 

This dissertation is organized as follows. The methodologies developed, Linear Su

perposition Models, are addressed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 shows the results of error 

analysis of Linear Superposition Models. Further speed-up is provided by parallel com

puting of LSM library via the RFC technique, which is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 
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5 explores the applications of LSM into the FORMOSA-L code, and the results from 

fidelity studies and time saving studies of LSMs are presented. A complete conclusion 

is given in Chapter 6. 
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2 LINEAR SUPERPOSITION MODELS 

2.1 Background behind the LSM 

A number of linear approximation techniques have been proven to be extremely 

useful in nuclear fuel management calculations when properly implemented. Generally, 

the aim has been to reduce the large CPU-time requirements of direct calculations by 

implementing simpler linear models that can adequately predict nuclear fuel behavior. 

In the case of the FORMOSA-L code, linear superposition models (LSMs) have been 

developed, tested, and implemented into the latest version of the code [Maldonado. 

1998]. 

A lattice-physics calculation can be thought of as an arbitrary function whose inde

pendent variables are the design parameters which describe the fuel assembly (i. e. code 

input), and whose dependent variables include attributes such as the assembly-average 

fcoo profile and/or relative pin power distribution versus burnup (/. e. code output). 

Accordingly, the basic principle behind the LSM is based upon casting the dependent 

variables into Taylor's series expansions in terms of the independent variables expanded 

about a selected reference assembly, where the truncation of second and higher-order 

terms makes this a first-order accurate model. 

Assume an LWR fuel assembly contains pins and M types of pins, where type 

refers to pure fuel, fuel with integral burnable poison, discrete burnable poison pins, 

water hole, etc.. Then the following vectors are defined: 
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P : Pin power distribution, whereP,- denotes the 

relative pin power at assembly spatial position^ (iV-vector) 

L : Pin type spatial distribution, where Li denotes the 

pin type at assembly spatial position i  ( i 'V-vector) 

E : Pin material distribution, where Ej denotes the material 

composition {e.g.  fuel and/or burnable poison concentration) 

for the j"' pin type (2iV/-vector) 

Then, we define two set of functions, / and to represent the relationship between 

the dependent variables {P and A:^) and the independent variables (L, E, etc.). as 

follows: 

P = f{L,E,etc . )  (2.1) 

fcco = g{L.E,etc . )  (2.2) 

Accordingly, the following Taylor's Series functionality for the assembly's power distri

bution and average are assumed: 

P = f{L,E,eic . )  = Po + 

koo — 9^.^* E.  Gic.)  — ^oo,0 

dL 
AL + K 

dE 

dg 
•AL + 

dg'  

.dL,  0 .dE.  

A^ + 0(A2) (2.3) 

/\E + 0{A^) (2.4) 

where the subscript "0" denotes a reference (unperturbed) condition, and the first-order 

accuracy approximation manifests itself when the second and higher-order terms are 

neglected, as shown below where the superscript denotes the estimated quantities. 

P — -^0 + 

^oo — ^oo,0 "I" 

df  

dL 
AL-f-

dE 

dg 
- AL-1-

'  dg '  

.dL,  0 .dE.  

AE 

•AE 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 
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Note that Eq.(2.3) and Eq.(2.5) involve matrix-vector multiplication: whereas, Eq.(2.4) 

and Eq.(2.6) involve vector-vector multiplication. 

From the view point of neutron physics, the LSM has a theoretical basis. All nuclear 

features of a nuclear assembly are determined by the neutron flux within the assemblies' 

geometrical space. In turn, the neutron behavior is governed by the neutron transport 

equation, which is a linear integro-differential equation. The linearity property of the 

neutron transport equation supports the LSM. When some combined perturbations are 

made to a reference assembly, the changes in relative power distribution and the multi

plication factor can be approximately estimated by summing up the changes due to all 

involved single basic perturbations. 

2.2 Separation of Material and Spatial Libraries 

Extensive computational experiments have been conducted with the LSM. Accord

ingly, it has been concluded by observation that to maintain an acceptable level of ac

curacy, the material perturbations {i.e. enrichment or burnable absorber concentration 

changes) and the spatial re-arrangements {i.e. pin shuffles) should be best performed 

independently of each other during an optimization. Fortunately, the simulated an

nealing strategy is well-suited to handle this, so that material and spatial changes can 

be done in alternating cooling cycles. In other words, when evaluating changes due to 

spatial perturbations, the material properties are not perturbed {AE = 0). Likewise, 

when evaluating changes due to material perturbations, the spatial arrangement of the 

pins remains unperturbed {AL — 0). This separability assumption during optimizations 

was deemed appropriate to employ because of the considerable improvements in error 

performance it produced relative to treating both types of perturbations simultaneously. 

Although the concern of this approach is that trapping in local minima may occur, so far, 

no measurable degradation in optimization fidelity has been observed as a consequence 
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of this assumption. 

The first key aspect of the LSM methodology is the construction of the appropriate 

linear superposition libraries, which are developed with respect to a reference (unper

turbed) lattice physics calculation. Based upon the above-noted separability assumption, 

one of the two types of linear superposition libraries can be created during a simulated 

annealing cooUng cycle: namely, a library involving only spatial perturbations, and a 

library involving only material perturbations. Each is described in the section which 

follows [Maldonado, G. I., (1999)]. 

2.2.1 Spatial Perturbation Library 

The following seciuence applies to the creation of a spatial perturbation library within 

the LSM and the subsequent calculation of first-order accurate estimates employing that 

library. 

1. Select a reference assembly (Lq, Eq) and calculate Pq and K^,Q via a direct lattice-

physics evaluation (CPM-2/C.A.SMO-3). 

2. Hold EQ constant (i.e., AE = 0) and determine the basic spatial perturbations 

(BSPs): 

A4-; i  e A f J e  ( M - {Lo(0}) (2.7) 

where AL,j represents a perturbation occurring only at the ith location of the 

reference assembly, where the pin is changed from type Lo(i) to type j. J\f is the 

set of natural integer numbers from 1 to N and j\4 is the set of natural integer 

numbers from 1 to M. 

3. For each BSP, AL,j, calculate the change of P and KCO with respect to the reference 

PQ and ^co.o, say, AP,-j and AK(x,,ij- Then, the Spatial Perturbation Library SV is 
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aow defined by; 

SV = {[Lq,  Po, k^f l )  , APIJ, Ak^, i j )}  :  i  e  A',i 6 (M - {^oCO}) (2.S) 

4. During an optimization, a given candidate assembly's spatial distribution L needs 

to be decomposed into its particular BSPs with respect to the reference assembly 

spatial distribution Lq: 

L = Lo+ ^Lki:Vc.\rxM (2.9) 
{ U ) € V  

5. Finally, the attributes P and can be quickly estimated by the following sum

mations: 

P « Po+ E (2-10) 

KOO ~ ^co.O "T ^ ^ (2.11) 
{k, i )ev  

2.2.2 Material Perturbation Library 

Analogously to the previous section, The following sequence applies to the creation 

of a material perturbation library within the LSM and the subseciuent calculation of 

first-order accurate estimates employing that library. It is noted that several material 

perturbation levels for each pin type's enrichment and/or BA concentration are adapted 

in the material library, which is called multi-level LSM and is used to reduce the round-off 

error by limiting of the number of summation terms in step 5. 

1. Select a reference assembly (LQ, EQ) and calculate PQ and K^^ via a direct lattice-

physics evaluation (CPM-2/C.ASMO-3). 

2. Hold LQ constant {i .e . ,  AL = 0) and determine the basic material perturbations 

(BMPs): 

S  M , m  G  A f £ j  (2.12) 
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where AEjm represents a discrete material perturbation involving only thejth type 

pins of the reference assembly, where the fuel enrichment (or burnable absorber 

composition) is changed to a new level m. jVSj is the set of natural integer number 

from 1 to NEj, where NEj is the total number of pre-defined (via code input) fuel 

enr ichment  (or  burnable  absorber  composi t ion)  levels  for  pin type j .  

3. for each BMP, AEJM-. calculate the change of P and with respect to the ref

erence Pq and fccc.o, say, ^Pjm and Akco.jm- Then, the Material Perturbation 

Library j\4V is now defined by: 

MV = { (Eo ,  PQ, fcoo,o) , [^EJM, APJM.^K^.JM) }:J E M.M E JVSJ (2.13) 

4. During an optimization, a given candidate assembly's material distribution E needs 

to be decomposed into its particular BMPs with respect to the reference assembly's 

material distribution EQ-

E = Eo+ Y.  ^Eki^QcMxAfSj  (2.14) 
(U)eQ 

5. Finally, the attributes P and can be quickly estimated by the following sum

mations: 

P ^  Po+ (2.15) 
{k, i )eQ 

koo ~ ^oo,0 ~f" ^ ^ (2.16) 
(fc,/)eQ 

2.2.3 Examples 

For simplicity and clarity, consider a hypothetical 5x5 LWR assembly with octant 

symmetry and three pin types, enumerated by 1, 2, and 3, respectively. It is assumed 

that all the three pin types contain fuel composition and no burnable poison. The 

fuel enrichment of the three pin types are denoted by El, E2 and E3, respectively. 
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Figure 2.1 illustrates the spatial perturbation library structure and lattice-physics 

parameters estimation of the spatial perturbation assembly. Similarly, those of material 

perturbation library are shown in Figure 2.2. In both figures, all the information of an 

assembly are represented by a shaded square, including not only the pin distribution 

and pin enrichment but also its lattice-physics parameters, such as relative pin power 

distribution and koo- The non-shaded square denotes a BMP or BSP and the difference 

between its lattice-physics parameters and those of the reference assembly. Inside any 

one of these squares, either the triangle-shaped one-eighth pin distribution map (in 

Figure 2.1) or the fuel enrichment (in Figure 2.2) are presented. 

2,2:1 

2 3 
3 2 

S 
2 3 
3 2 1 

(El, E2, E3 constant) 

1 
CD3 
3 2 I 

A 3 
3 2 1 

I 
2CD 
3 2 I 

1 
2(2] 
3 2 1 

2 3 
•2 1 

1 
2 3 
W2 1 

SP Library 

1 
2 3 
3CD1 

I 

3E]1 

1 
2 3 
3 2E] 

1 
2 3^ 
3 2[I] 

2CD 
2;:3: 3 2\3] 

Figure 2.1 Example of spatial perturbation library 

2.3 LSM with Combined Library 

Due to the widely diverse nature of modern LWR fuel assemblies and under fairly 

specific circumstances, the separation of the material and spatial perturbation libraries 

could potentially lead to measurable misdirecting the optimizations due to local minima 

trapping. An additional not-so-obvious drawback is that at least twice as many SA 
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1 
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MP Library 
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E2 E2 E2 E2 E2 E2 
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: E3 E3 E3 E3 

EI EI 
+ E2+0.5 

E3 
+ E2+0.I 

E3 

Figure 2.2 Example of material perturbation library-

cooling cycles are generally required during the optimization process if material and 

spatial perturbations are performed independently of each other. Furthermore, it should 

be obvious that carrying out material and spatial perturbations simultaneously ought to 

lead to a more thorough global sweeping of the search space. In fact, a better scoping of 

the vast search space at hand could outweigh the impact of the larger prediction errors 

expected from the combined library treatment. Consequently, despite the reasonable 

results obtained for the separated library method, a unified or "combined" perturbation 

library has studied in order to try to answer the above questions. 

2.3.1 Generation of a Combined Library 

The following sequence applies to the creation of a combined library within the 

LSM cind the subsequent calculation of the first-order accurate estimates utilizing that 

library. Most of the notation is similar to that used in the previous sections to describe 
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the creation of the material and the spatial perturbation libraries. 

1. Select a reference assembly {Lq ,  Eq) and calculate Pq and /^co.o via a direct lattice-

physics evaluation (CPM-2/CASMO-3). 

2. Hold EO constant {i .e., AE = 0) and determine the basic spatial perturbations 

(BSPs). For each BSP, ALIJ, calculate the change of P and with respect to 

the reference PQ and kco,o, say, AP^^ and Then, the Spatial Perturbation 

Library SV is now defined by: 

SV = {(ro,Po./tco,o) , {ALIJ,APfj ,Aki^ ,^)}: i  € jV. j  e  (.W - {^0(0}) (2.17) 

where ALIJ represents a perturbation occurring only at the /th location of the 

reference assembly, where the pin is changed from type Loii) to type j. .\f is the 

set of natural integer numbers from 1 to N, and j\4 is the set of natural integer 

numbers from 1 to M. 

3. Hold Lq constant (i.e., AL = 0) and determine the basic material perturbations 

(BMPs) based on the reference assembly. For each BMP. AEjm, calculate the 

change in P and with respect to the reference PQ and K^^Q, say, AP^^ and 

AK^°^. Then, the Material Perturbation Library J\/IVQ is now defined by: 

MVo = APji" ,  -JeM.me .VSj  (2.18) 

where AEjm represents a discrete material perturbation involving only the jth type 

pins of the reference assembly, where the fuel enrichment or burnable absorber 

concentration are changed to a new level m. MSj is the set of natural integer 

number from 1 to NEj, where NEj is the total number of input-defined fuel 

enr ichment  or  burnable  absorber  concentrat ion levels  a l lowed for  pin type j .  

4. For each perturbed assembly (Zo-t-AZij, EQ) from Step 2, repeat what was done on 

the previous step and obtain the Material Perturbation Library with respect 
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to that perturbatioa, as follows: 

MVi = s M,m e jVS, (2.19) 

where i  belongs to the set A f S ,  which is the set of integer numbers from 1 to NS. 

the total number of BSPs from Step 2. 

5. The combined library CV then is simply the union of MVq and MVi.  

CV = SVU fu Mv}\  (2.20) 
^t"=0 

6. During an optimization, a given candidate assembly (£, E) needs to be decomposed 

into its particular BSPs and BMPs with respect to the reference assembly (Lq. EQ): 

1  =  L q +  Y .  ^ L k i : V c j V x M  ( 2 . 2 1 )  

E = Eo+ ^^rnn;  QcMx M£, (2.22) 
(m,n)£Q 

7. Finally, the lattice physics parameters P and can be quickly estimated by the 

following summations: 

p«('p„+ "£ + E (^^3+ E AP«'- E P-23) 
V { m , n ) S Q  )  ( , k , l ) € ' P  \ (m,n)6Q ( m . n ) S Q  J 

.) + E + E - E W) 
/  {h, l )ev\  {m,n)eQ (m,n)eQ J 

1-^.0+ E 
(m,n)€S 

2.3.2 Combined Simplified Library 

The combined library developed in the previous section can be simplified by assuming 

that the differences between the corresponding entities in MVo and MV{ are small 

enough to be negligible. Under that assumption, all terms j\4V{ for «=1,NS, are not 

required, which reduces the overall library to: 

CSV = SVuMVo (2.25) 
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Likewise, the summations required to estimate the attributes P and Ar^o inherit a simpler 

(though slightly less accurate) form: 

P k P „ +  Y.  E A-PI (2-26) 
(m,n)ea 

E Yi (2-2T) 
{m,n)€a (k . l )e-P 

2.3.3 Examples 

Consider the same hypothetical assembly in section 2.2.3. Figure 2.3 illustrates 

the combined library structure and the physics parameters estimation of the perturbed 

assembly, and combined simplified library is shown in Figure 2.4. In both figure, SP 

denotes the spatial perturbation library in Figure 2.1 and MPO denotes the material 

perturbation library in Figure 2.2. MPi is the material perturbation library with respect 

to the each BSP in SP library. MPi shares the same structure with MPQ and they 

differ in pin distribution only. 

2.4 Improvements of LSM 

To improve the accuracy of LSiVI, the higher order terms in Taylor's series expansion 

should be considered. The number of second-order terms of material perturbations is far 

less than that of the spatial perturbations. For example, consider a typical one eighth 

assembly with 36 pin spatial positions and 4 fuel pin types without BP composition. For 

material perturbations of multi-level LSM, adding second-order terms into the library 

will increase the library size by as small as 10 CPM-2 or CASMO-3 calculations, or as 

few as 20 if two levels were adapted for each second-order term during interpolation 

because extrapolation will lead to a large error for a quadratic fit. For spatial pertur

bations, unfortunately, the large number of BSPs (108 in this case) makes the number 

of second-order terms as high as 5778. Thus, obviously, it is too computationally ex

pensive to add these second-order terms into the spatial library. Even multiple shufBing 
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Figure 2.4 Example of combined simplified library 
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concerned, however, the perturbation size of spatial perturbation is usually smaller than 

that of material perturbation, because even single material perturbation will change the 

fuel enrichment of ail pins of the involved pin type. Therefore, the errors of spatial per

turbations are not as big as those of material perturbations in general. Consequently, 

the higher order models are studied only for material perturbations in this research. 

2.4.1 LSM with Linear Interpolation 

The multi-level LSM has its inherent weakness. Consider only one pin enrichment 

perturbed, the nature of multi-levels LSM is to apply first-order derivative at reference 

state to another state. For a quadratic fit, it is better than the single-level method, 

but the interpolation method will yield much better accuracy. In fact, the approach 

researched was to adjust the number of levels and the real value of each level to cover all 

the possible enrichment perturbation space of each pin type to avoid extrapolation. In 

this section, LSM with linear interpolation is developed. The procedures to create this 

library are as same as steps 1-3 in section 2.2.2, and the differences arise in the method 

employed to estimate the physics parameters of the perturbed assembly. 

1. The material perturbation hbrary j\4V is: 

MV = I {^Eq,  Pq,  koo,o)  , APJM, AKOOJM) }  ; j  G M,m € M£J (2.28) 

where the total number of levels, NE, and the enrichment (B.A. concentration) at 

each level, AEjm are adjusted to meet the requirements of interpolation. 

2. A perturbed assembly's material distribution can be decomposed into: 

E = EO+Y1 = {1, 2, ..., M} (2.29) 
j € M  

3. P and k^o of the perturbed assembly can be estimated by the following summations: 

P ~ Po+J2 (2-30) 
j € M  
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^co ~ ^oo,0 E 
jeM 

(2.31) 

where. 

APj = APj(/_i) + 
AEj - AEj(^i- i )  

Ak O^.J — AA:^J(;_1) + 

Ai?;/ — hEj^i- i )  

AEj  — AEjf^ i - i  

\AEji  — AEj( i - i )  

(AF„ - (2-32) 

(2.33) 

if £'j falls between Ej^i^q and Eji. 

2.4.2 LSM with Second-order Interpolation 

For further accuracy improvement, second-order interpolation can be exployed in

stead of the first-order interpolation in the previous section. To implemented LSM 

with second-order interpolation, replace Eq. 2.32 and Eq. 2.33 with the following two 

equations: 

A.Pj — AEj ^p, j  "f" 

Ak^, j  = AEj 

AEj  bp J  + Cpj  

A Ej J j 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

where the coeflScient vectors Opj, bpj, Cpj and ak^j, bk^j, cic^j are determined by 

«PJ 

K. 
S,i 

^kco , j  

^Ej^i- i )  

AEj^i_i}  

^Ej i  

|a4(/-i)  

a4-,| 

^Ejf^ l+l)  

'A£y(/-i) 

AEji  

-1 f-

^^ooj l  

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

when AEj falls between ^ (^AEj( i^i) -F AEji 'j and | (^AEji  -|- AEj^^i+i)^  . 
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2.4.3 Second-order Cross-term Compensation 

All the models, multi-level LSM, LSM with linear or second-order interpolation, 

improve their accuracy by refining the algorithm for material perturbations involved 

with only one pin type. Consider the Taylor's series expansion after truncating off the 

third and higher terms: 

P- = Po + 
d E  

A E  +  -

A E  •  § 1 A  •  A E  

A E '  •  [  f^]„ • 

(2.3S) 

— ^oo,0 "1" 
d g  

d E  

I 
• A E + - A E  

d^g 

dE-" 
•  A E  (2.39) 

in which the second-order terms include not only the second-order derivatives of each 

pin type but also the cross terms presenting the interactive effect between any two pin 

types. The former terms have been considered, to different extent, by the multi-level 

LSM, and LSM with interpolation. Thus, the errors, not including the errors introduced 

in computation (round-off error), are mainly due to the second-order cross terms. When 

more than two pin types are perturbed simultaneously, the second-order cross terms 

should be considered to improve the accuracy. 

Based on the procedures used to create the material library of LSM in Section 2.2.2, 

The following steps are needed to for the second-order cross-term compensation. 

1. Add the following dual material perturbations into the basic material perturbations 

(BMPs): 

A EKN) ;J,K € MJ ^K,NG ARS2 (2.40) 

where (^Ejn, Ekn^ represents a dual material perturbation involving the jth and 

^th pin types, where the fuel enrichment (or burnable absorber compositions) of 
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pin type j and k are changed to a new level n at the same time. Af£'2 is the 

set of natural integer number from 1 to NE2, where NE2 is the total number of 

pre-defined (via code input) fuel enrichment (or BA concentration) levels for dual 

perturbations. 

2. For each new dual BMP, (^Ejn, Ekri), calculate second-order cross derivative, say. 

^^Pjkn s^nd 

AD _ ~ ~ -^0 /O ,11 \ 
- —XS-IEZ— 

A J kooj f i  ^oo,A:n ^oo.O 

where, Pj^n and k^jkn are the lattice parameters of the dual perturbation, while 

Pjn and kcojn-, Pkn and koo,kn are those of the single perturbations, and Pq and 

koo,o are those of the reference assembly, as noted earlier. 

3. Then, add the following entries into the Material Perturbation Library MV: 

[AEjkn .  APjkn .  Ak^jkn)  J :  k  E M,  Tl  G MS2 (2.43) 

4. The second-order cross compensation terms, A Ac and /\k^^2c are: 

AAc = ^APij^AEiAEj (2.44) 
(•J) 

AA:co,2c = X! ̂ kao,ij-hAEiAEj (2.45) 
{iJ)  

where z, J € {all the perturbed pin type numbers}, i  ̂  j  and h denotes that APijn 

is linearly interpolated from APiji to AP{jNE2-
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3 ERROR ANALYSIS OF LSM 

3.1 Purpose of Error Analysis 

In general, the errors generated by the LSM relative to direct (exact) evaluations 

using CPM-2 or CASMO-3 should be small enough to not misdirect the optimization 

process (i.e., retain optimization fidelity). It is obvious that the smaller the errors, the 

better the optimization fidelity. This implies that extensive investigation of errors under 

a wide range of circumstances (fuel assembly types and loadings) must be performed. In 

fact, if necessary, this could lead to developing any additional necessary steps required 

to control any undesirable levels of error. So far, however, the results show that the 

current levels of error appear to be sufficiently adequate. 

The ideas behind a thorough purposes of error analysis of the LSM are: 

• To identify the error sources. The LSM errors are composed of two distinct parts, 

a truncation error and round-off error. The fraction of each error type relative to 

the total error will guide the direction of LSM accuracy improvements; 

• To improve the LSM accuracy. In fact, the multi-level LSM, LSM with inter

polation and second-order cross-term compensation are the outcome of the error 

analysis. 

• To evaluate different libraries. The separated libraries {i .e .  spatial and material 

library), combined library and combined simplified library will be contrasted. The 

comparison will benefit their proper application to the FORMOSA-L code. 
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3.2 Approach to Error Analysis 

The errors of the LSM are defined as the differences between pin power and /cog 

obtained via LSM and chose values obtained using CPM-2 or CASMO-3 for a specified 

fuel assembly loading and pin arrangement. Thus, the error can be expressed as: 

P'E = pLSM _ pExact (3 ^) 

K E  =  (3.2) 

where P E  and K E  define the errors in pin power and k^^ respectively. P  and k^ are 

the pin power and infinite multiplication factor. The superscripts "LSM" and "Exact" 

indicate the values obtained by LSM or by direct (exact) evaluations. .-Mso other types 

of error functions can be defined based on the above error definition, such as maximum 

pin power error (MAXPE), relative mean square (RMS) of pin power error (RMSPE). 

maximum k^ error (MAXKE) and RMS of k^ error (RMSKE). 

M A X P E  =  max(|P£;.y|) (3.3) 

PE"^-
— f o r  a l l  p o s i t i o n s  " i "  a n d  a l l  b u r n u p  s t e p s  " j "  ( 3 . 4 )  

M A X K E  = max(|/vE,|) (3.5) 

/y^. ke'^ 
R M S K E  =  u  — f o r  a l l  b u r n u p  s t e p s  " j "  ( 3 . 6 )  

In addition, because of the great importance of power peaking within the optimization 

process in the FORMOS A-L code, the difference between the power peaking obtained by 

LSM versus that obtained with CPM-2 or CASMO-3 is carefully analyzed. The study 

provides statistical evidence that the power peaJcing error is always less than or equal 

to MAXPE, even though the pin power error can mis-predict the power peaking to a 

different burnup step and/or to a different position. 

The LSM errors axe composed of two distinct parts, a truncat ion error and round

off error. The truncation error arises from eliminating the higher order terms of the 
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Taylor's series used to derive the LSM method. On the other hand, the round-ofF error 

is due to the fact that the pin power and values available within the standard 

CPM-2 output file have only 3 and 6 significant digits, respectively. The corresponding 

significant digits for CASMO-3 output are 3 and 5, respectively. It should be noted that 

the round-off error is a byproduct of the non-intrusive coupling between FORMOSA-L 

and the lattice physics codes which is done purely via input/output interfacing thus, the 

couphng to FORMOSA-L is done purely via input/output files, not directly via data 

arrays or variables, thus the noted limitation. This round-off error is introduced and 

accumulated w^hen LSM is used in each SA history to estimate the lattice parameters. 

As mentioned in Section 3.1, error analyses are needed to determine the fraction of each 

type of error relative to the total error, the effect of perturbation size on accuracy, and 

accuracy comparison among different LSM libraries. .Any LSM enhancements needed 

(e.g. interpolation and second-order cross-term compensation) are clearly driven by the 

outcome of error analyses. 

To identify the error sources, an approach is needed to separate the different errors. 

In the case of CPM-2, due to the availability of its source code, a modified version 

called CPM-2M was modified to output 6 and 8 decimal digits for pin power and 

respectively. This facilitated the estimation of the fraction of each type of error, as the 

round-off error is basically eliminated with CPM-2M due to adding more digits. The 

errors obtained by CPM-2M are the truncation error, and those of the original CPM-2 

include both truncation error and round-off error. In this manner, the different types 

of errors are separated and identified. It is worthy to note that the iteration stopping 

criteria of the CPM-2 code was not changed, so the time requirement of each running 

of the CPM-2M code was not affected. .A.lso, what affected on the round-off error are 

the significant digits of pin power and itco values in the output file, not the convergence 

criteria. Figure 3.1 illustrates the proposed error fraction analysis for FORMOSA-L. 

Currently, the PE and KE oi  the optimal assembly obtained by FORMOS-A.-L 
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are calculated and available as code output at the end of each cooling cycle. An op

tion to compute the error functions MAXPE, RMSPE, MAXKE, and RMSKE within 

FORMOSA-L is a very important option that facilitates the study of the LSM perfor

mance, even though this option requires extremely large computational times due to the 

fact that the "exact" pin power and fcoo needs to be obtained via direct CPM-2/CASM0-

3 evaluations each SA history. Another important aspect of the error analysis was to 

create a version of the LSM whereby only one type of LSM library is required for specific 

perturbations the user requests, then the user can choose an arbitrary perturbed assem

bly as code input to do error analysis. This facilitates the generation of LSM results 

fairly quickly for manual (and arbitrary) perturbations of assembly loadings to examine 

the performance of the LSM. Random sampling with a certain sample size is provided 

as an alternative to manual input of perturbations. 

3.3 Identification of Error Sources 

Consider an octant-symmetric 15 x 15 PWR assembly with 5 types of pins. Pin types 

1 through 3 are UOi rods, and pin type 4 is a water hole, while pin type 7 corresponds 

to B^C discrete burnable absorbers (BAs). It is shown in Figure 3.2. 

2 ) 4.50% 

Guide 

Jin Instrument tube 

Guide tube 2.50% 

Figure 3.2 PWR reference assembly 
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The perturbed assembly is generated by freezing the pin distribution, fuel enrichment 

of pin types 2 and 3, BA composition of pin type 7 and only changing the enrichment of 

pin type 1 from 4.ovvt% to 3.005Wt%, which is clearly a very large perturbation. The 

physics parameters, i.e. pin power and infinite multiplication factor, are calculated only 

at BOL by using multi-level LSM with different levels in the creation of the material 

library, respectively. Different levels assure that the nimaber of summation terms in 

Equation 2.10 (or 2.11) are different and so the round-off error can be identified. The 

errors yielded by CPM-2 and those by CPM-2M are compared. Figure 3.3 shows the 

results of MAXPE and MAXKE. 

From Figure 3.3, it is observed that the difference between MAXPE by CPM-2 and 

MAXPE by CPM-2M is closely proportional to the number of summation terms. It is 

identified as round-off error, because its proportionality to the number of summation 

terms is the main feature of round-off error. Also it is found that the round-off error 

is significant for pin power although negligible for kca- This is true because values 

in the CPM-2 code output have more decimal digits than power values and thus have 

a smaller round-off error. Therefore, to improve accuracy of LSM, both truncation 

error and round-off error need to be addressed. In fact, the truncation error can be 

reduced by employing new methods including interpolation and second-order cross-term 

compensation, and the round-off error via limiting the number of summation terms. 

3.4 Error Analysis: Material Library Case 

3.4.1 Single Pin Perturbations 

Consider the same reference assembly as that used in Section 3.3. In this case, how

ever, only the enrichment of pin type 1 can be perturbed while the pin distribution and 

material composition of pin types 2, 3 and 7 are kept fixed. This kind of perturbations 

are called single pin perturbations. The perturbed assemblies are generated by decreas-
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Figure 3.3 Identification of pin power and error sources 

ing the enrichment of pin type 1 from 4.owt% (^'o) to 3.0wt% at a constant negative 

s t ep s ize  of  -0 .05vvt% (DE=0.05wt%).  In  the mater ia l  l ibrary,  seven levels  are  used,  i .e .  

4.45wt%, 4.25wt%, 4.00wt%, 3.75vvt%, 3.50vvt%, 3.25wt% and 3.00wt%, which corre

spond to the data points 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 on the X-axis of Figure 3.4. The 

multi-level LSM, LSM with linear interpolation and LSM with second interpolation are 

compared and the results are shown in Figure 3.4 

The upper figure in Figure 3.4 shows that the power truncation error of multi-level 

LSM is the largest and that of LSM with linear interpolation is significantly better, 

while the LSM with second-order interpolation reduces the power truncation error a 

little further. The lower figure in Figure 3.4 shows the total power error behavior. 
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Figure 3.4 Power error behavior comparison of different methods 

Comparing these two figures, it is found that the power round-off error is kept small 

because interpolation methods limit the number of summation terms to a small value. 

The total k^o errors shown in Figure 3.5 follow the same behavior as the power truncation 

error, because for kco the fraction of round-off error is very small. Considering the 

different round-off error fractions of power and kco-, the LSM with linear interpolation is 

quite adequate for power approximation, while the LSM with second-order interpolation 

is better for the kcc approximation. 
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3.4.2 Binary Pin Perturbations 

Binary pin perturbations imply that the perturbation produced with simultaneous 

enrichment changes of any two pin types. Consider the PVVR assembly in Section 3.3 

as the reference assembly and allow the enrichment of pin types I and 2 to change 

simultaneously. Both the enrichment perturbation ranges of these two pin types are from 

5.0wt% to 3.0wt% with a step size of DE=0.05wt% based on the reference enrichment 

of 4.5wt%. The library contains ±1.0, ±5.0, ±10.0, -15.0, -20.0, -25.0 and -30.0 levels 

(xDE) from 4.5wt%. In this test case, we keep all the possible enrichment perturbations 

of each pin type (1 or 2) at these points, whose error due to single perturbation are always 

zero. In this way, the total errors of binary perturbations only contain the interactive 

effect of the two single perturbations, which is our most concerned in this section. The 

second-order cross terms compensation is used to reduce the error. The second-order 

cross derivatives are calculated only in two levels, and the CPM-2M code is used in this 

test. Figure 3.6 shows that the errors of binary perturbations are reduced via second-

order cross-term compensation. 

3.4.3 Multiple Pin Perturbations 

Consider the PWR assembly in Section 3.3 as the reference assembly. All the enrich

ment of pin type 1, 2 and 3 are allowed to be perturbed within the range from 5.0wt% to 

3.0wt% with a step size of 0.05wt%, while the B^C composition of pin type 7 also can be 

changed within 3.5wt% to 1.5wt% with a larger step size of 0.1wt%. The enrichment lev

els in library for pin type 1, 2 and 3 are the same as those in the previous section. The BA 

composition levels are ±1.0, ±5.0 and ±10.0. The perturbed assemblies are randomly 

generated by calling the material perturbation routines in FORMOS.A-L code. In this 

case we randomly sample 1000 assemblies and use CPM-2 code. The LSM methods are 

LSM with linear interpolation for pin power approximations and LSM with second-order 
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interpolation for koo approximations, and second-order cross terms are compensated for 

both pin power and k^. 

The results are shown in Figure 3.7. The maximum power errors (MAXPE) are less 

than 0.004 and the maximum koo errors (MAXKE) are less than 0.0002 (i.e. 20 pcm). 

Also, the errors of power peaking are under 0.004, while most of them are under 0.002. 

The accuracy of LSM is improved by the interpolation approach and second-order cross 

terms compensation. 
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Figure 3.7 Error of multiple material perturbations using CPM-2 
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3.5 Error Analysis: Spatial Library Case 

3.5.1 Binary Pin Perturbations 

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the accuracy improvement for spatial perturbation is 

computationally expensive and the error level is lower than that of material perturbations 

(if no accuracy improvement is considered). In this section, the error behavior of spatial 

perturbations is studied. Consider the same PVVR assembly and the enrichment of pin 

type 1, 2 and 3 are o.Owt%, 4.0wt% and 3.0w^t%, while the BA composition of pin 

type 7 is 2.5wt%. All the material compositions are fixed ajid only spatial shuffling are 

allowed. The water hole (pin type 4) and the discrete BA pins (pin type 7) are frozen 

into their initial positions. Binary spatial perturbations mean only one shuffling involved 

two different pins. In this test, we only shuffle one pin of pin type 1 with another pin of 

pin type 2, or one pin 1 and one pin 3. 

In Figure 3.8, the distance between the two shuffled pins (D) is measured with the 

unit of pin cell lattice pitch. The errors of binary spatial perturbations decrease with the 

increase of the distance between the two shuffled pins, because the bigger the distance, 

the more independent they are and the smaller the cross error. Also, the errors increase 

with the the enrichment difference between the two shuffled pins. 

3.5.2 Multiple Pin Perturbations 

Multiple spatial perturbations are generated by randomly shuffling the assembly 

through calling the associated subroutines in FORMOSA-L code. One thousand per

turbed assemblies are sampled and the reference assembly is as same as that described 

in the previous section. 

The results in Figure 3.9 show that the round-off errors are not significant and 

the trimcation error is dominant for the spatial perturbations. The MAXPE of most 

assemblies are under 0.02 and a few of them are as high as 0.03. The errors of power 
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Figure 3.9 Error of multiple pin spatial perturbations using CPM-2 

peaking (PPE) of most assemblies are under 0.01 and MAXKE are under 0.001 ( i.e. 100 

pcm). 

3.6 Comparison of Different Libraries 

The error behavior of the combined library and the combined simplified library are 

studied in this section. The reference assembly is similar to that used before. The initial 

fuel enrichment of pin type 1, 2 and 3 are 4.5wt%, 4.0vvt% and 3.5wt%, respectively, and 

the allowed perturbation ranges are [4.0, 5.0], [3.5, 4.5] and [3.0, 4.0], respectively, with 

the same step size of 0.05wt%. Similarly, the BA composition of pin type 7 is 2.5wt% 

and it ranged within [2.0, 3.0] with 0.05wt% minimum allowed perturbation size. The 
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LSM with linear interpolation is employed for power estimations while the second-order 

interpolation for estimations. The second-order cross term compensation is used 

only once (in MPO, not in MPi). For each example, one thousand candidate assemblies 

were randomly generated. 

The results are shown in Table 3.1. In each entry of this table, the figure on top 

is the maximum error among the one thousand assemblies, and the figure inside the 

parentheses corresponds to the error level under which 90% of the assemblies are. First, 

through the comparisons of the results obtained by CPM-2 and CPM-2M, it can be 

observed that the round-off errors are significant for power, but not for fc^a • Second, the 

combined library leads to higher accuracy while the combined simplified library results 

in the highest error level, much too high to be acceptable. 

Table 3.1 Error comparisons of CV library and CSV library 

combined library combined simplified library 
CPM-2M CPM-2 CPM-2M CPM-2 

MAXPE 0.023 0.051 0.247 0.219 
(0.010) (0.033) (0.172) (0.169) 

RMSPE 0.005 0.017 0.122 0.118 
(0.003) (0.013) (0.074) (0.073) 

MAXKE 0.00112 0.00085 0.00148 0.00134 
(0.00035) (0.00042) (0.00074) (0.00085) 

PPE 0.011 0.034 0.184 0.149 
(0.003) (0.020) (0.084) (0.081) 

3.7 Error Analysis of LSM Using CASMO-3 

The FORMOSA-L code provides two options for selecting the lattice-physics evalu-

ators, either CPM-2 or CASMO-3. The former sections of this chapter only deal with 

the error analysis of LSM using CPM-2. The error analysis of LSM using CASMO-3 

are studied in this section. As far as LSM is concerned, the CASMO-3 code differs with 

CPM-2 code in two ways. As mentioned before, the first obvious difference is the format 
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of their output files, For instance, in CASMO-3 only five significant figures are provided 

for koo rather than the six figures in CPM-2. This purely I/O related difference leads 

to larger round-off errors in estimations. The second difference is related to the 

underlying methodology used to solve the physical problem, which yields two different 

functionalities. These noted differences result in the different truncation error behavior 

with in LSM. Also, the BWR assembly and PWR assembly should have different LSM 

error behavior, because they are so different, such as different geometry size, different 

power density and system pressure, and different control rod system. The last concern 

is the existence of gadolinia, one kind of black burnable poisons, in some assemblies will 

lead to more non-linearity and thus higher error level. One BWR and one PWR assem

blies, both of with have gadolinia pins, will be studied in this section using CASMO-3 

to answer the above mentioned questions. 

3.7.1 BWR Case 

Consider the 8x8 BWR assembly with half symmetry shown in Figure 3.10. Pin 

types 1,2, and 3 are fuel rods with different enrichment, and pin type 4 consists of 

fuel and gadolinia (B.A.). Pin type 5 is a water hole. The water hole is "frozen" in excluded 

position, and sometimes pin type 4 could be either frozen in place or just excluded only 

" ̂  pe 

^ 2.8% + Gd203: 5.0% 

M water hole 

1)  2 .0% 

^ 2.4% 

3 ) 3.0% 

Figure 3.10 BWR reference assembly 
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from peripheral positions in the assembly. The allowed fuel enrichment perturbation 

ranges are (l.owt%, 2.ovvt%) for pin 1. (•2.0wt%, 3.0wt%) for pin 2. (2.5wt%, 4.0wt%) 

for pin 3 and (2-0wt%, 3.5wt%) for pin 4, while the BA perturbation range for GdoOs is 

(4.0wt%-6.0wt%). The perturbation step size is 0.05wt% for all material compositions. 

In the material library, the calculated points are at every 0.1wt% from the reference 

values. 

Figure 3.11 shows the errors of one thousand randomly material perturbed assem

blies. The maximum MAXPE is under 0.011. while 90% of the cissemblies are under 

0.006. The maximum PFE is under 0.011, while 90% of them are less than 0.003. The 

maximimi MAXKE is 0.00073, while 90% of them are less than 0.00025. Compared 

with the PWR case using CPM-2, the errors level are a little higher. These difference 

could be attributed to the presence of gadolinia and/or to the higher levels of nonlinear 

behavior in BWRs. 

Figure 3.12 shows the errors of one thousand randomly spatial perturbed assemblies. 

The left figure show the resxilts of spatial perturbations with pin type 4 shuffling, while 

the right figures without pin type 4 shuffling {i.e. , the pins of type 4 are frozen at their 

initial places as in the reference assembly). The error levels without Gd^Oz shuffling 

are similar with those of PWR shown in previous sections using CPM-2, but those with 

Gd20z shuffling are much worse. The maximum power peak error is 6.6% (4.6% for 90% 

of the assemblies), and the MAXKE is 5.28% (4.48% for 90% of the assemblies). As 

mentioned earlier, the higher error level is possible due to the strong "black" burnable 

absorber of gadolinia and to the nonlinear behavior of BWR. 

Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 show the errors of the combined library and the combined 

simplified library using CASMO-3. For the combined library with Gd pin shuffling, the 

maximimi power peak error is as high as 14% (8.3% for 90% of the assemblies), and 

MAXKE is about 5.2% (4.3% for 90% of the assemblies). Freezing the Gd pins improves 

the maximum power peak error a little bit to 13% (6.4% for 90% of the assemblies), 
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while MAXKE was improved very much to a level cis low as 0.27% ( 0.09% for 90% 

of the assemblies). It can be concluded that the spatial perturbation error play an 

important role in the total pin power error, so the future work is to find a way to reduce 

the spatial perturbation error without a big increeise of the library size, if necessary. 

Also the higher number of total summation terms leads to more round-off error in the 

lattice-physics parameters estimation, especially in relative pin power error, which can 

be solved if the source codes of CASMO-3 are available. Obviously, the error levels 

of the combined simplified library are too high to be acceptable. The high level error 

indicates no only that the combined simplified libraxy can not be useful in the lattice-

physics estimations, but also that the separation of material perturbations and spatial 

perturbations is necessary, because the combined simplified library happens to be the 

case where the material perturbations and spatial perturbations are not separated with 

the dual libraries (MP and SP). The assumption of separation keeps the errors in a low 

level. 

3.7.2 PWR Case 

It is observed that the LSM error level of a BWR assembly using CASMO-3 are a 

little higher than the LSM error level of a PWR assembly using CPM-2. The difference of 

error level is possibly due to the difference of CPM-2 and CASMO-3, or the difference of 

PWR and BWR. To better identify the reason of the different error levels, one more test 

has been studied on an octant-symmetric 17 x 17 PWR assemblies, shown in Figure 3.15. 

Pin types 1, 2, and 3 are fuel pins while pin type 3 contains gadolinium. Pin type 4 

is instrument tube and Pin type 5 and 6 are guide tubes, where pin type 6 contains 

burnable absorber B^C• Similarly to the previous section, the PWR assembly were 

studied at one BOL burnup step. 

Table 3.2 shows the results of the error analysis of this PWR assembly. It is found 

that the error behavior is similar with that of the PWR case using CPM-2 code, when 
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Pin Type 
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Guide Tube 

^^GT with BA: 2.50% 

Figure 3.15 17x17 PWR assembly 

the gadolinia pins are not allowed in shuffling. And the error level is a little higher when 

the shuffling of gadolinia pins are allowed. It can be concluded that the reason of higher 

level of BWR case is not the difference of the two codes, but the difference of BWR and 

PWR assembly. Also, the existence of gadolinia leads higher error for both PWR and 

BWR case in the spatial perturbation library and the combined library. 

3.8 Discussions 

The total LSM error consists truncation error and round-off error, both of which play 

significant role for pin power and only the former of which dominates the error. The 

error level of all LSM models can be reduced by eliminating the round-off error if the 

source codes of CPM-2 or CASMO-3 are available to the users, like we did in CPM-2M 

by outputting more significance digits of relative pin power and k^. 

Through these error cinalysis in this chapter, we found that the pin power error and 

koo error of the material perturbation library has been reduced to an acceptable level via 

LSM of interpolation and second-order cross-term compensation. No matter of BWR or 

PWR, and no matter with or without gadolinia, the material perturbation library has 

a good error behavior. For spatial perturbation library, the error of BWR assembly is 
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Table 3.2 Error results of PWR case using CASMO-3 

Material Spatial Library Combined Library Combined Si mplified Library 
Library with Gd shff. without Gd shff. with Gd shff. without Gd shff. with Gd shff. without Gd shff. 

MAXPE 0.029 0.235 0.006 0.253 0.116 0.596 0.609 
(0.011) (0.114) (0.005) (0.105) (0.053) (0.226) (0.233) 

RMSPE 0.008 0.042 0.003 0.050 0.039 0.144 0.127 
(0.002) (0.024) (0.002) (0.027) (0.016) (0.419) (0.365) 

MAXKE 0.00201 0.01602 0.00018 0.02093 0.00291 0.01567 0.00237 
(0.00062) (0.00827) (0.00011) (0.01120) (0.00134) (0.00942) (0.00096) 

PPE 0.011 0.042 0.006 0.105 0.059 0.174 0.140 
(0.005) (0.011) (0.002) (0.035) (0.018) (0.091) (0.079) 

o\ 

Figures in parentheses are under which the error of 90% assemblies are. 
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higher thaji that of PWR, and the existence of gadolinia will increase the error. The 

error of the combined library is in a quite low level when the gadolinia pins are frozen. 

The high error level of combined simplified library makes it a bad model and it can not 

be applied in FORMOSA-L. The failure of this model proves that the assumption of 

separation of material and spatial perturbations are necessary. 
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4 PARALLEL COMPUTING CREATION OF LSM 

LIBRARY VIA RPC 

4.1 Brief Introduction to Remote Procedure Call (RPC) 

As previously mentioned, performing computations in parallel is an attractive choice 

for reducing the Icurge computation times typically encountered with these large-scale 

non-linear combinatorial optimization problems. A single Markov chain is often followed 

in traditional SA, thus, limited parallelism can be exploited. However, Lee, K. G. 

(1992) has developed multiple Markov chain parallel schemes, with both synchronous and 

asynchronous implementations being studied. In LSM, the primary expenditure of CPU 

time occurs while constructing the superposition library (not during the optimization), 

a process which could be done completely in parallel. It should be noted that, instead 

of pursuing computer platforms with parallel processors, this study is more interested 

in pursuing clusters of networked workstations. 

A local procedure call is analogous to its counterpart in standard serial programming. 

The procedure being called (callee) and the calling procedure (caller) are in the same 

process. A remote procedure call (RPC) occurs when the caJlee and caller are in different 

processes (client and server processes). Further, RPC in general allows a client on one 

host to call a server procedure on another host, as long as the two hosts are connected 

by some form of network [Stevens, W. R. (1999)]. These three types of procedure calls 

are illustrated in Figure 4.1. Thus, rather than building a large program that performs 

everything, the application can be divided among multiple processes, and some of the 
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Figure 4.1 Three types of procedure calls 
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processes can run on different hosts which are interconnected by a network. 

To implement network communications among various pieces of the appUcation. most 

popular applications (Web browsers, Web servers, Telnet clients. Telnet servers, etc.) are 

written using explicit network programming. For example, using the socket API, clients 

call socket, connect, read, and write, whereas servers call socket, bind, listen, accept, read 

and write. RPC provides an alternative way by using implicit network programming. 

This enables the development of parallel applications by using the familiar procedure 

call, but the client and server can be executing on different hosts. The major advantage 

being that RPC controls the network traffic and load balancing such that it does not 

need be a concern of the programmer. 

4.2 Applications of RPC to LSM Library Creation 

The library creation typically requires tens between hundreds of lattice physics cal

culations, either with CPM-2 or CASMO-3, which are both computationally intensive. 

Therefore, the library creation is truly the bottleneck of the FORMOSA-L code. The 

solution to this problem was to create the library in parallel. The envisioned applica

tion of RPC for the LSM is shown in Figure 4.2. The workload of library creation is 

distributed to several workstations and the total time used in library constructing is 

greatly reduced. This reduction speeds up the FORMOSA-L code. Though it is true 

that the more the hosts the faster the code, up to 10, usually 3 to 5. hosts are suggested 

to be used in practice, this is because the efficiency will be decreased with the increase 

of the number of hosts. 

Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 illustrate the two different implementations, i.e. syn

chronous implementation and asynchronous implementation, respectively. In the syn

chronous implementation, n runs are set up and then allocated to n workstations, n 

children processes deal with these runs by calling the remote procedure on each host 
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FORMOSA-L 
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FORMOSA-L 
(other parts) 

Figure 4.2 Application of RPC in LSM 

and executing in parallel. The code then waits for the conclusion of all the children pro

cesses. The outputs of these runs are processed one at a time. Another n runs are setup 

and executed after the output readings. The above steps are continued until the library 

creation is finished. In practice, the synchronous implementation is easy to code and the 

performance is good if the speeds of all the used hosts are similar to each other. When 

the speeds of all the hosts differ a lot, the disadvantage of synchronization comes about 

because the fast machines must wait for the slowest machine and the CPU resources are 

wasted somehow. The worst scenario occurs when the number of total hosts is small 

and the differences of their speeds are large. 

To overcome the drawback of synchronous implementation, asynchronous implemen

tation has been developed. Two indicators are introduced for each host, one of witch 

indicates whether the host is free or occupied and the other of which indicates whether 
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the rxm on the occupied host is finished or not. Three possible states exist for each host. 

i.e. free, occupied but running finished, occupied and running not finished. After one 

running has been set up, the code looks for any free host to execute it. If all hosts have 

been occupied, the code checks the "finished_or_not" indicators. If no host finishes its 

run, the code waits until any one of them finishes. Then the code copies the output file 

and allocates the newly set-up run to the free host. The results are read from the output 

file and stored in the library. Then the next run is set up until all runs are done. Clearly, 

the most efficient asynchronous implementation occurs when the workstations are used 

in the most efficient way. The faster machines don't need to wait for the slower machines 

and this benefits the asynchronous implementation with better speed-up performance. 

The faster machines simply continue to execute more runs than the slower ones and no 

CPU resource is wasted because the machine is in use again once it is set free. .-Mso. 

the number of hosts and the differences of the machines' speeds do not matter in the 

asynchronous implementation. 

4.3 Results 

Consider the 15 x 15 PWR assembly in Figure 3.2 as the reference assembly. Twenty 

burnup steps (through the fuel cycle) are calculated for each run. Only one spatial 

perturbation library is created. The water hole and discrete BA pins are frozen at their 

positions, so 61 CPlVI-2 runs are required for this case. Two workstations were employed 

for this test: host 1 is a 500MHz DEC alpha workstation and host 2 is a .300MHz DEC 

alpha workstation. 

The results are shown in Table 4.1. It is found that synchronous implementation 

reduces the run time by about 50% with respect to the slower workstation, but there 

is no speed-up but rather a slow-down compared with the faster host, as predicted in 

the previous section. The asynchronous implementation however displayed important 
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speedup s relative to both hosts individually, almost 70% relative to the slower host and 

25% relative to the faster host. 

Limited by the total number of available workstation in local facility, results using 

more platforms are not available. However, it can be safely predicted that with more 

available machines, the greater the speed-up. If the machines' speeds are comparable to 

each other, the LSM and FORMOSA-L should achieve speedups in proportion to the 

number of workstations available at any given time. 

Table 4.1 Time saving of parallel computing via RPC 

computing type Number of host(s) Host NO. Time used (sec) percent percent 
serial 1 1 3455.2 N/A 100% 
serial 1 2 8262.6 100% N/A 

parallel: syn. 2 I&:2 4228.7 51.2% 122.4% 
parallel: cisyn. 2 1&2 2617.4 31.7% 75.8% 
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5 APPLICATION OP LSM TO FORMOSA-L 

5.1 Introduction of FORMOSA-L 

The primary goal of lattice-level loading design and optimization of LVVR fuel assem

bly is to optimize an assembly's spatial distribution of fuel enrichment and BAs on the 

"pin-by-pin" basis. Experienced fuel designers must repeatedly cycle through various 

sequences of interconnected nuclear design calculation until a pre-established criteria 

related to performance and nuclear safety are satisfied. FORMOS.A.-L is an optimiza

tion engine applicable to light water reactor fuel assembly loading design to delegate the 

manpower-intensive task by automatically considering all the appropriate objectives and 

constraints. The optimization technique employed is the simulated annealing algorithm, 

while the evaluation of the design objectives and constraints is handled by coupling to 

the lattice-physics code CPM-2 or CASMO-3 in a non-intrusive manner (via I/O files). 

In FORMOSA-L, the primary optimization control variables include the "pin-by-pin" 

placement and/or loading of nuclear fuel, burnable absorbers, or other material regions 

within a fuel assembly. The pin type number and the number of pins of each type are keep 

constant. By starting from a reference lattice loading pattern, new pattern candidates 

are stochastically generated by randomly perturbing the latest accepted pattern. The 

perturbations consist of a binary shuffling of two pins of different pin types, i.e. spatial 

perturbation, the changes of fuel enrichment and/or BA concentration within a specific 

pin type, i.e. material perturbation. 

The objective functions available in the FORMOSA-L code include: 
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• Minimization of power peaJcing; 

• Minimization of assembly-averaged enrichment: 

• Minimization of total uranium cost; 

• Minimization of a combined objective function of power peaking and average en

richment: 

• Maximization of the EOL k^. 

The typical constraints include burnup-dependent upper and lower bounds on assembly-

averaged kco- burnup-dependent maximum pin power peaking limit, maximum assembly-

averaged enrichment. The above constraints are applied as hard constraints or penalty 

constraints. Other minor constraints can be posed, such as exclusion and/or freezing a 

certain pin at some positions, limiting the perturbation space of fuel enrichment and/or 

BA concentration in a predefined scope or a sample pool. 

The SA annealing schedule consists of four key aspects, initial temperature, final 

temperature, Markov chain length, and the temperature reduction coefficient. All of 

them can be either user defined or automatically determined by built-in procedures in 

FORMOSA-L code. Also, the code will end after running a certain number of cycles as 

user input, or after the convergence criterion being satisfied. 

5.2 Applications of LSM to PORMOSA-L 

As a fast, yet accurate, model of approximation of lattice-physics parameters, LSM 

can replace the direct lattice-physics evaluation code through the optimization process. 

One type of LSM library is needed to create firstly before the SA algorithm begins its 

annealing precess. The reference assembly which the library is based on is from the input 

file. If more cooling cycles are needed, the library will be re-created at the beginning of 

each cycle ba^ed on the optimal assembly got in the previous cycle. 
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When separate libraries axe employed, material and spatial perturbations are per

formed in alternating cooling cycles. This separation maintains the LSM accuracy within 

acceptable levels. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the power peaking error and error 

are much lower than those of combined libraries. The low level of errors will assure not 

to mislead the optimization. The drawback of this separation of libraries is that the 

optimization problem is divided into two sub-problems, which limits the extent of the 

search space. Nevertheless, this can be addressed by running additional cooling cycles, 

because smaller size of the libraries makes this practical. Of course, further speed-ups 

construction can be obtained by parallel library. 

if the combined library is used in the FORMOSA-L, the material perturbations and 

spatial re-arrajigements can be performed simultaneously. However this causes a new-

problem whereby the higher error level will lead new fidelity problem. In the actual 

optimization problem, the error level can be reduced if the reference assembly is quite 

good to begin with. Also, multiple cooling cycles can help because the optimal assembly 

obtained from the previous cooling cycle should be good enough to limit the perturbation 

levels to be small. Fidelity issues will be studied in one of the latter sections. 

Regardless of which type of available libraries is employed in the FORMOSA-L. 

two options can be provided. The first is that the LSM approximations of the lattice-

physics parameters are used through the cooling schedule in a cycle after the library 

is prepared. In this option, the several near-optima assemblies obtained at the end of 

the cooling cycle will have some errors and their real lattice-physics parameters can 

be obtained by direct evaluation using CPM-2 or CASMO-3 and the error level will 

be checked if it is low enough to be an acceptable level. If not, more cooling cycles 

are needed. The second possible application option of the LSM into the FORMOSA-L 

involves the LSM approximation of lattice-physics parameters being used only at the 

first part of each cooling cycle when the temperature is high. When the temperature 

approaches the final (lowest) temperature, the direct evaluation, CPM-2 or CASMO-3, 
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is toggled back in and the material and spatial perturbations can then be made at the 

same time. Though the run time increases compared with the first option, returning to 

direct evaluation benefits the optimization process by two ways. One is that the search 

space is broadened by simultaneous perturbations in separated library case. The other 

is that the errors are eliminated. In this option, the LSM is used as a fast scoping tool. 

5.3 Fidelity Study of LSM 

5.3.1 Robustness of Separability Assumption (BWR study) 

The robustness of the separability assumption has been thoroughly tested by per

forming several power peaking minimizations on a BWR fuel assembly with a beginning-

of-life (BOL) burnup step [Maldonado, G. I., (1999)]. The specific lattice selected was 

chosen because of its relatively large number of pin types (11) and because of the inher

ently challenging aspects of combining UO2. MOX (mixed oxide), and gadolinia loadings 

within the same assembly. The sample cases studied are described below: 

Cl BWR assembly power pealcing minimization; one cooling cycle; one burnup step 

(BOL); all histories evaluated directly with CPM-2. 

C2 BWR assembly power peaking minimization; four cooling cycles; one burnup step 

(BOL); all histories evaluated with LSM except those near the end of each cooling 

cycle where direct CPM-2 evaluations were toggled back on. 

C3 BWR assembly power peaking minimization; four cooling cycles; one burnup step 

(BOL); all histories evaluated with LSM. For statistical considerations, sub-cases 

3a through 3d were carried out by starting from different initial assembly designs 

and/or using a different random number seed. 

Ln all cases above, the assembly-average k^o profiles versus burnup were constrained 

to within ±1.0% of the original (reference) assembly's koo- The assembly tested is an 
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half-symmetric 7x7 MOX and gadohnia-loaded BWR assembly lattice with 11 different 

types of fuel pins, as illustrated by Figure 5.1. Pin types 1 through 5 contained UO2, 

pin type 6 contained UO2 and gadolinium, while pin types 7 through 11 contained MOX 

pins. For these test cases, the control variables were the location of each pin, the 

enrichment of pin type 1 through 6, and the weight percent of Pu (over total heavy metal 

including U and Pu) of pin type 7 through 11. while the concentration of gadolinium 

was kept constant and the MOX pins contain natural uranium (fi.Ked) and plutonium 

contents (variable). 

Table 5.1 describes the initial and resulting U235 enrichment contents and Pu weight 

percent from each above-noted optimization, while Figure 5.1 shows the corresponding 

before-and-after pin arrangements. Table 5.1 also provides the corresponding power 

peaking (Pmai) foi^ a-11 the cases considered. The reference assembly's relative power 

peak was initially L25S, while the minimized power peaking resulting from the "'all-

CPM" Case Cl was 1.169. Most notably, the power peaks for all five cases involving 

the LSM (cases C'2 through C3 D all yielded minimum values within 1.146 and 1.157. 

The progression of the optimizations corresponding to cases 1 through 3d are shown in 

Figure 5.2, which reveal typical simulated annealing behavioral trends for each of the 

four-cooling-cycle cases. 

It could be stated that within a margin of error of about 2.0%, and as far as the final 

objective function value is concerned, all of the optimization results herein presented 

are fairly equivalent to each other and likely belong to the same family of near-optima. 

Consequently, based on these results, it appears that the usage of LSM and of the sepa

rability assumption during the optimization do not adversely misdirect the minimization 

process in a significant manner. 

It should also be noted that Cases C3 (a through d) demonstrated excellent predic

tion performance by the LSM, with the largest absolute errors occurring during the first 

cooling cycle; namely, MAXPE of 0.007 and no error in power peaking , and errors in 
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Table 5.1 Pin enrichment and power peaks for Case Cl through C3 

Pin 1 Pin 2 Pin 3 Pin 4 Pin 5 Pin 6 Pin 7 Pin 8 Pin 9 Pin 10 Pin 11 Pmax 
(U*) ( U )  ( U )  ( U )  ( U )  ( U )  (Pu**) (Pu) (Pu) (Pu) (Pu) 

Cl Init. 2.55 1.95 1.70 1.35 3.30 2.55 2.65 3.90 2.90 4.00 3.95 1.258 
Opt. 2.90 2.05 1.70 1.40 3.40 2.90 3.10 3.80 2.65 4.10 4.5 1.169 

C2 Init. 2.55 1.95 1.70 1.35 3.30 2.55 2.65 3.90 2.90 4.00 3.95 1.258 
Opt. 2.80 1.95 1.60 1.30 3.35 3.50 3.0 3.75 2.90 3.50 4.3 1.148 

C3a Init. 2.55 1.95 1.70 1.35 3.30 2.55 2.65 3.90 2.90 4.00 3.95 1.258 
Opt. 2.80 1.95 1.60 1.35 3.35 3.50 3.05 3.75 2.80 3.40 4.35 1.150 

C3b Init. 2.55 1.95 1.70 1.35 3.30 2.55 2.65 3.90 2.90 4.00 3.95 1.258 
Opt. 2.65 1.90 1.55 1.30 3.20 3.50 2.80 3.45 2.65 3.30 4.30 1.146 

C3c Init. 2.40 1.95 1.70 1.35 3.30 2.55 2.65 3.90 2.90 4.00 3.95 1.273 
Opt. 2.85 2.00 1.65 1.35 3.30 3.50 3.10 3.70 2.95 3.45 3.60 1.157 

C3d Init. 2.55 1.95 1.70 1.35 3.30 2.55 2.65 3.90 2.90 4.00 3.95 1.263 

Opt. 2.80 2.00 1.65 1.35 3.30 3.45 3.10 3.75 2.85 3.35 4.45 1.153 
(*) U-235 enrichment, wt%, over total Uranium 
(**) Pu weight percent, wt%, over total heavy metal (natural Uranium and Plutonium) 
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Figure 5.2 BVVR power peak minimization Case Cl through 3d 

of 0.00002. Additionally, it should be emphasized that optimization case Cl | performed 

material and spatial perturbations simultaneously and not in alternating cooling cycles. 

Therefore, its comparable optimization outcome relative to cases C2 and C3 (in terms 

of objective function value) suggest that, so far, no major degradation in optimization 

fidelity has been detected as a consequence of the separability assumption. 

For case C3 , which employed LSM in its entirety, Figure 5.3 displays the pin-by-pin 

power errors versus a direct CPM-2 evaluation at the end of the first cycle. This test 

shows very good power prediction performauice with the maximum error of almost 0.7% 

and the error of power peaking is zero. The error in k^o was less than 0.005%. In general, 

the overall performance is very encouraging. 
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5.3.2 Robustness of Separability Assumption (PWR study) 

To better evaluate the robustness of the separability assumption, more tests have 

been implemented on an octant-symmetric 17 x 17 PWR assemblies, shown in Figure 3.15 

in Chapter 3. Similarly to the previous section, six cases were studied. Note that three 

burnup steps are calculated for the assembly at 0.0, 15.0, 30.0 GWD/MTU. 

C4 PWR assembly power peaking minimization; one cooling cycle; three burnup steps; 

all histories evaluated directly with CASMO-3. 
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C5 PVVR assembly power peaking minimization; four cooling cycles; three burnup 

steps; all histories evaluated with LSM except those near the end of each cooling 

cycle where direct CASMO-3 evaluations were toggled back on. 

C6 PWR assembly power peaking minimization; four cooling cycles; three burnup 

steps; all histories evaluated with LSM. For statistical considerations, sub-cases 

6a through 6d were carried out by starting from different initial assembly designs 

ajid/or using a different random number seed. 

Table 5.2 shows the power peaking of the "best" assemblies obtained in Case C4 

through Case C6 cycle by cycle. The optimal power peaking of Case C5 through 

Case C6d are within the range from 1.087 to 1.096, which are very close but a little 

worse than the result of "all-CASMO" case C4 , 1.067. The errors of power peaking is 

as low as 0.3% or less in the material perturbations cycle, i.e. cycle 1 and 3, while those 

in the spatial perturbations cycle, i.e. cycle 2 and 4 are less than 2.5% or less. -A.lso the 

errors in later cycles are obviously less than those in the earlier cycles. The errors, 

which are not shown in the table, are 10 pcm or less in the material perturbations cycle 

and 100 pcm or less in the spatial perturbations cycle, based on the observation of the 

"best" assemblies at the end of all the cvcles in all the Case C6a through Case C6d 

5.4 Comparison of Different libraries 

5.4.1 Combined Library Results (PWR Study) 

Both types of combined libraries were tested on the same 15 x 15 PWR assembly 

used before in Figure 3.2. The following three optimization cases were performed: 

C7 PWR assembly power peaking minimization; two cooling cycles; 10 burnup steps; 

all histories evaluated with LSM with separate material and spatial perturbation 

libraries. 
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Table 5.2 Power peaks for Case C4 through C6 

init. cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3 cycle 4 opt. 
C4 1.133 1.067 N/A N / A  N/A 1.067 
Co 1.133 1.095 1.094 1.094 1.093 1.093 
C6a 1.133 1.103 1.101 1.096 1.095 1.095 

(1.102) (1.088) (1.097) (1.092) 
C6b 1.133 1.102 1.097 1.097 1.096 1.096 

(1.101) (1.091) (1.097) (1.096) 
C6c 1.135 1.108 1.105 1.097 1.087 1.087 

(1.107) (1.089) (1.096) (1.087) 
C6d 1.134 1.108 1.115 1.107 1.093 1.093 

(1.105) (1.093) (1.107) (1.091) 
Figures in parentheses were obtained by LSM 

C8 PWR assembly power peaking minimization; one cooling cycles; 10 burnup steps; 

all histories evaluated with LSM using the standard combined library. 

C9 PWR assembly power peaking minimization; one cooling cycles; 10 burnup steps: 

all histories evaluated with LSM using the simplified combined library. 

Table 5.3 highlights the most important aspects of the results. Namely, the results 

from employing the standard combined library, Case C8 |, showed an improvement in the 

objective function at the expense of a much higher computation requirement relative 

Table 5.3 CPU cost, power peaks and error for Case C7 through C9 

CPU 
cost(*) 

initial 
PP 

cycle 1 cycle 2 optimized 
PP 

CPU 
cost(*) 

initial 
PP PP MAXKE PP MAXKE 

optimized 
PP 

C7 144 1.098 1.083 
(1.084) 

0.000042 1.075 
(1.077) 

0.000006 1.075 

C8 3613 1.098 1.049 
(1.047) 

0.000215 N/A N/A 1.049 

C9 143 1.098 1.083 
(1.084) 

0.000020 N/A N/A 1.083 

(*) CPU Cost Normalized to Units of CPM-2 Executions; 
Figures in parentheses were obtained by LSM; 
PP denotes power peaking. 
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to Case) C7"| (separate libraxies). The improvement is the benefit of more search space 

coverage because of the simultaneous perturbations, which outweigh the impact of higher 

error level. Finally, the simplified combined library result, Case) C9 |, seems to indicate 

that the larger prediction error may be causing increased optimization misdirection, 

thus, the outcome is comparable to that of the separate LSM case but worse than 

that of standard combined library. In spite of simultaneously optimizing spatial and 

material properties during the SA search, it seemed that all perturbations involving 

spatial perturbations were not accepted and the combined simplified library was demoted 

to a material library. The initial and final assembly designs, as well as the progressions 

of these optimizations are presented in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. 

Type 
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Figure 5.4 Initial and optimized PWR assemblies for Case C7 

through C9 
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5.4.2 Combined Library Results (BWR case) 

Three additional BWR assembly power peaking minimizations, corresponding to the 

same fuel lattice described within Section 3.7, were carried out to investigate the impact 

of LSM prediction error upon the final result. The cases are: 

CIO BWR assembly power peaking minimization; two cooling cycles: one burnup step 

(BOL): all histories evaluated with LSM using the separated libraries. 

Cll BWR assembly power peaking minimization; one cooling cycle; one burnup step 

(BOL); all histories evaluated with LSM using the standard combined library. 

C12 BWR assembly power peaking minimization; one cooling cycles; one burnup step 

(BOL); all histories evaluated with LSM using the simplified combined library. 

Table 5.4 presents the results got from the BWR lattice employed, while Figure 5.6 

illustrates the initial and optimized assemblies and Figure 5.7 shows the progression of 

the optimizations. Essentially, it is noted that optimization Case | C11 led to a similar 

near-optimum region as Case ClO 

Table 5.4 CPU cost, power peaks and error for Case ClQ through 012 

CPU 
cost(*) 

initial 
PP 

cycle 1 cycle 2 optimized 
PP 

CPU 
cost(*) 

initial 
PP PP MAXKE PP MAXKE 

optimized 
PP 

CIO 158 1.515 1.397 
(1.395) 

0.00012 1.396 
(1.397) 

0.00004 1.396 

Cll 5941 1.515 1.404 
(1.362) 

0.00017 N/A N/A 1.404 

012 157 1.515 1.503 
(1.251) 

0.00425 N/A N/A 1.503 

(*) CPU Cost Normalized to Units of CASMO-3 Executions; 
Figures in parentheses were obtained by LSM; 
PP denotes power peaking. 
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However, a more important observation is probably the large tradeoff between pre

diction error and computational overhead expenses between the two combined library 

techniques. In fact, the simplified combined library has a very large error in power 

peaking, while the standard combined library requires a considerable computational 

overhead to construct. Thus, given the fact that the pure-LSM Case (ClQ | reached a 

similar near-optimum region without the above-noted errors or overhead costs, at least 

the BWR results continue to endorse the practical aspects of the separate library ap

proach. Although the PVVR combined library approach showed improvements in the 

previous section, this BWR combined library did not get significant improvements com

pared to separate libraries, because BWR assembly and the existence of gadolinia result 

in higher error level. In both BWR and PWR case, the combined simplified library has 

large and non-conservative errors that could, in fact, misdirect the optimization. This 

is not out of expectation because the misdirecting of combined simplified library prove 

the necessity of the separation of material and spatial perturbations. 

5.5 Time Saving Study of LSM 

The primary objective to develop LSM is to reduce the required running time of 

the previous version of FORMOSA-L code. The results of time saving due to LSM are 

shown in this section. The speed-up factor (SF) is based on the average time per history. 

SF is defined as the ratio of the average time per history of "all-CPM" or "all-CASMO" 

case i^e.g. Case Cl |) to that of LSM case {e.g. Case C3a 

Table 5.5 presents the speedup results associated with Case Cl |, C2 and C3a 

With regard to the average time per history the speedups provided by the LSM continue 

to be remarkable relative to direct evaluations, the hybrid case C'2 is about 5 times 

faster than case Cl |, while the pure LSM cases C3 (a through d) are roughly 7 times 

faster. Note that these estimates do include the creation of the linear superposition 
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libraries within the cases that employ the LSM. 

Table 5.6 shows the speedup results associated with Case C4 , Co and C6a . The 

speedup factor of the hybrid case is about 6.5, while that of the pure LSM case is re

markably as high as 39.4. The higher speedup factor compared with the BWR Case Cl 

C2 and C3a is because the lower number of pin types in this PVVR assembly. Higher 

pin type numbers makes the material perturbation library size big, not only due to the 

single perturbations part but also due to the calculations of the second-order cross terms. 

In practise, the total number of pin types in an assembly is usually 3-5, so the speedup 

factor is usually high. Typically, the LSM can reduce the running time requirements by 

at least an order of magnitude. 

Table 5.5 Time saving study of Case Cl , C2 and C3a 

num. of cycles total time num. of attempts time per history SF 
Cl 1 27365.7 4321 6.333 1.0 
C2 4 21327.8 15557 1..371 4.6 
C3a 4 14731.0 15617 0.943 6.7 
Time shown in seconds 

Table 5.6 Time saving study of Case C41, C5 and C6a 

num. of cycles total time num. of attempts time per history SF 
C4 I 66182.3 3389 19.529 1.0 
C5 4 44582.9 14714 3.030 6.5 
C6a 4 7216.0 14540 0.496 39.4 
Time shown in seconds 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

Linear superposition models (LSM) have been developed and fully implemented 

within the FORMOSA-L computer code, software developed at Iowa State University 

under sponsorship of the Electric Power Research Center of North Carolina State Univer

sity, to enable the speedy and accurate estimation of lattice-physics parameters during 

within-assembly lattice loading optimization. The procedures to create the separated 

libraries (material library and spatial library) and combined library are presented and 

several techniques to improve the accuracy have been studied. LSM with linear interpo

lation, LSM with second-order interpolation and second-order cross-term compensation 

have been implemented into the FORMOSA-L code and results in a more accurate 

estimator of the lattice-physics parameters of a perturbed assembly. 

A comprehensive error analysis of the LSM has been completed to ultimately assess 

the limitations of the LSM and to understand the impact of LSM errors upon optimiza

tion fidelity. The error sources are identified as the truncation error and the round-off 

error. For the material perturbations, LSM with interpolation and second-order cross-

term compensation approach are actually the outcomes of the error analysis to reduce 

the truncation error. The side effects of these methods is the decrease of the round-off 

error due to the decrease of the number of summation terms in the estimation equa

tions. The error of material perturbations library is at a very low level, no matter for 

PWR or BWR assembly, and no matter with or without gadolinia contents. For the 

spatial perturbation library and the combined librajy, BWR assembly has higher error 

level than PWR, and freezing the gadolinia pins can keep the error at a lower level. In 
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general, the round-ofF error can be eliminated from the total error if the source codes of 

CPM-2 or CASMO-3 are available, like we did in CPM-2M. Combined simplified library 

has an unacceptably high error, which proves that the separation of material and spatial 

perturbations is necessary. The future work to improve the accuracy of LSM should 

focus on one of the two directions: elimination of round-ofF error and second-order term 

compensation in the spatial perturbation library. 

The separate libraries and the combined library are good models when they are 

employed in the FORMOSA-L and no major misdirecting of optimization process is 

observed. The separate libraries approach has lower error level and less computing re

quirement, but the material and spatial perturbations must be separately performed in 

alternating cooling cycles, which limits the extent of the search space. The combined 

library approach overcome the weakness of the separate libraries approach because more 

search space coverage is obtained due to the simultaneous material and spatial perturba

tions, which can outweigh the impact of the high error level. In general, both approaches 

do not show significant loss of fidelity. 

It has been shown that the LSM can be used as a fast scoping technique at the 

beginning of an optimization process, or it can completely replace direct lattice-physics 

evaluations throughout the entire optimization. The results presented show that the 

LSM can provide remarkable speedups relative to direct evaluations, which certainly 

facilitates the pursuit of "real life" assembly lattice loading design problems. 

The parallel computing via RFC technique has been stud.ied to further speed up the 

LSM library creation. Both synchronous and asynchronous implementations have added 

to the FORMOSA-L code. The test case using two workstations show the speedup has 

got by this technique. -Also it provides a basis for the future work of possibly running 

multiple Markov chains within simulated annealing. 
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